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U. Golfers 1-Jope to Capture
NCAA Crown Next Week
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
lead the New Mexico assault and freshmen when they won varsity
has
by far the best record of any- letters.
The New Mexico golf team will
one
on the team this season,
challenge the top collegiate golf
BYU Goes With Miller
Seniors Mahlon Moe and. Dennis
teams in the nation next week in
BYU
will relit ib hopes on John
an all-out effort to capture the Elkins will furnish depth for the Miller who will go strnight from
biggest prize in school history- team, although only Dwaine the United States Open in Newe
Knight has not played in n
the NCAA championship.
Jersey to the NCAA. Miller is the
Lobo coach Dick McGuire will NCAA tourney.
top Brigham player in school hisMoe 11nd Elkins both hllve pm;t tory and won an nutomatic berth
enter two seniors and three sophomores in the June 19-21 tourney play under their belts and Good- in thi!! yenr's open after finishing
over the famous Shawnee-On- art and Terry Dear played as eighth in the event in 1966.
Delaware course just outside of
Arizona State, the WAC runPhiladelphia.
ner-up, will depend on Wayne
Tom
Mitchell
The Lobo linksmen will be after
Vollmer and Mike Morley in the
their fourth tourney win of the
tourney hosted by University of
year-the last was the Westeren
Pennsylvania. Goodart, Miller,
Athletic Conference title.
Vollmer, and Morley were allconference selections this y('~r.
Three WAC Teams Join
Three WAC teams will join deArizona Misses lfanten
fending champion Houston and
Bob King, head UNM basketThe Sun Devils will not have
powerhouses Louisiana State, ball coach, has signed a top junior the services of Dave Hanten, the
Wake Forest, and Oklahoma college player to bolster New WAC medalist, or o! Rick Tnlt.
State plus numerous weaker Mexico's strength in next year's Both played in the top collegiate
teams.
"rebuilding" effort.
tourney as freshmen and are out
Houston will be after its tenth
After the succes!iful 1966-67 of eligibility.
collegiate title and up until this campaign King lost four of his
The UN!.{ team will fty to
year most observers would auto- top five players and is having to Pennsylvania so m c t i m c this
matically concede the Cougars the seareh junior college ranks and weekend and meet ?tfcGuire who
championship.
last year's reserves to come up is vacationing in the East with
But the Texans were defeated with llatisfactory replacements.
his family.
twice this year and few people
Tom l'tfitchell of San Jacinto
Elkins and Goodart arc playing
can remember the Houston squb.d {Texas) Junior College is the first in the Southwestern men's tourbeing beaten twice in the last 10 juco transfer to sign the letter of ney in Phoenix this weekend and
years.
intent to attend !ichool here next Dear and Knight elected to stay
Louisiana State downed the fall. Mitchell was a member of home and practice.
Cougars handily one weekend and the runner-up team in the nationMoe went home to Spokane to
Brigham Young followed suit the al juco tournament this year.
defend a tourney title and w.ill
next weekend with an impres!;ive
fly from there.
The 6-6 native of Union Dale
win at the Pikes Peak Invita- N. Y., averaged 24.5 point.<; d
tional.
game last season and pulled down $5000 Bonus
16 rebounds per contest. He will
Small Chance Gin~n
begin
school first semester with
The !AJbos are given only an
junior
status.
outside chance to capture the top
)fitchell, a 200 pounder, is on('
title, but they were ranked no
of
the top players King has rebetter than third going into the
portedly
been seeking. At least
league finale and won that event
one other tran!ifer student is exwith surprising ease.
New ?lfexit'o AII-Amerit'lln bns?.like Goodart is expected to pected to enroll here.
ketball star Mel Daniels has sign·
The San Jacinto Ravens ad- ed a pro contract with Minnesota
vanced to the finals of the na- of the struggling new American
tional junior college tournament Basketball Assn.
bef~re being defeated by Moberly
The 6'-9" Lobo received n rc·
J umor College of Missouri.
ported $25,000, two-ye.nr, no cut
CLASSIJm:D ADVERTISING RATES·
Earlier King announced the contract. In addition he received
4 line ad., 65t-4 times, $2.00. I~
signing
of two top high school a bonus in the v.icinity of $5000
maot be submitted by noon on day before
J!ablication .to Room 159, Studrnl Publi<:aprospects !or the coming season, to sign the pact.
tions Building, or telephone 277-1002 or
Ken Ottem, a 5-11 guard at high217-1102.
,D~niel~ • was also drafted by
land High School, and 6-7 Willie Cmcmattt m the National Basket·
FOR SALE
Long, the top prepster in Indiana. hall Association but; turned down
that offer which was ronsid~rably
LOOKING for a New Carr Conta.:t Lanny
Corter at Kiva Rambler. Home pbonc
less attractive than the ABA
298-1934. 6/16, 23, 30; 7/1.
Dallas Cowboy football coach package.
Tom Landry was asked if there
TYPl.'WRITER: Brand new J>ortabl<> UnR«ord Broken
derwood ou,~etti. Pica tYPf!. Red " bla.ok.
is anyone faster than his star
Phone 2.55-1525.
The Detroit. Michigan, star
ftankerback, Bob Hayes.
broke many UNM school scoring
HELP WANTED
Tom answered: "Yes. Buck- ree?rds in his career and in hls
TEACHERS •ranted, Sonthw..,.t, enlil't'
semor year. Most believe the r~
passer.
W"'it ..,~ Alasak. Selaries $5400 up. Fr..,
l'eg13tl'abon, Sou!bwest Teachol'll A~tcn
?rds wo_uld have been much more
ey, l3~3 Centr.al A,·~. NE.
1mpress1vc had Mel not. migscd a
great deal of play as a junior.
Patronize
Just about midscason he cut his
YOU "AUTO~' HAVE STEREO
ar.m and hl!nd in an encounter
w1th n glass door and mis!l<'d
~cvernl games :md onl.r saw limIted play niter he got bark on the
floor.

Coach King Signs
Top Juco Player
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ASU Is Unbeaten
In College Series

listen to KUNM

Western Athletic Conference
baseball champion Arizona Stnte
roared past No. 1 ranked Stan.
:ford 5-3 Wednesday to remain the
only unbenten team in the College
World Series going into Thursday
night's fourth round.
The Sun Devils were to play
Houston Thursday, nnd even .if
they lost they were still sure to
piny Saturday in tl1e double-eliminntion tourney, Stanford played
Auburn Thursdny,

Take the

Fashion Plunge
in a swimsuit from

Woodruff-Julian
Pri<M from $13.95to $26.00

·-;:-;:~r:~~·

Study May Br'Jng
Basic Changes In
Union Operations

btcfio• ........,
OLDTOWN

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298.

89 Winrodc Center
Fiction and Nonfiction

1121

Cl!ildrtns' loob

PoperbQcq

Bargains

Nancy-Scott Uniform Center
Uniforms
Mens and Ladies Lab Wear
.

• •

2516 Central S.£

242-6591

Sec

II$

for !Wim ccp1 end

covor·ups too.

Wootlruff-f/HiinJI
·.4909 tOMAS, NE
! 10-8 Dolly

•

'

265-72«
lT·5 Sun,

s.e.

2904 Ceqt,al
FtH Parl<ing
RIIOr entrance
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11!18 GROUP OF NINE UNIII coeds will be one of the pep groups appearing atall Lobo football and basketball games during the coming

ym. The Chapparals, whose name comes from the Spanish word for roadrunner, state bird of New Mexico, are (from left): leanne San-

cllrz, Janice Jensl'n, Patricia Gres, Ellen Cullaton, Donna Fonte(chio, Carol Roth, Joyce Gattas, Mary Louise Williamson and Michael
Sierrs. New ml'mbcrs of the group are J !.'anne Sanchez, Patricia Gres and Mary Louffie Williamson. Donna Fontecchio will succed Carol
Rl!llas head ('happarnl. Also lending spirit to the Lobo games will be six yell leaders. Newly appointed yell leaders arc Janie Fontecchio,
C411nie Cha.se, Tina l~lliott, John Barbour, Greg Magnuson and Gary Cone. (UNM Photo)

We Print
Tee-ShirtsSweat-Shirts

Gives Okay Speaker Sees Errors Dr. Oovis Is Given
r~.D. Program In U.S. Newsgathering U. Teacher Prize

l'!i!!
·
•• ~~·'Jl oIfer· n doc tura 1 ·pro, in philosophy this fall. The
Huard. of Jo:ducntional Fihas agreed to the Ph D
• •
m-ersing a previous

~'Tfi:Wd<~cisiion.

lhce o! thf t:niver.sity's Re.
Dr. La.wrrnee Wilkinson,
Ort~ga, and Mrs. Frank
to~:ether with UNM prl'l!·
Tom L. l'oiwjoy and other
l~tel?itv administrators r~cent
. r.:et with th~ ngy.• to explain
cttail te<l!lons for establish... d the dnl•toral program at

Gifts and
Gag Items

See our line of Giant

Personality Posters

Or•• ~aui S!'hmid l, chail'lllllll of
depnrtment of plliloll·

nm

$1.00

'"e Sp'-lFER
SHOP
2404 Central Ave.
ACa:tOSS FROM TtfE GYM

Remember Our Menu
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95-Winrock Center

WANT ADS

Haniels l~ I-t~bo!l
. While at New Mexico Daniels
led th_e team in scoring and reboundmg two years and made two
appe~ranccs in the National In·
vrtabonal Tournament nt. Madison 8<1uare Garden in New York.
Teammates Biii Morgan and
Ben Monroe, who alw received
P_ro ?lfers announced no plana for
sJgnmg~ Morgan waa drafted by
Oakland of the ABA and Monroe
had a football otrlfer from the
Philadelphia Eagles.

'-.

Complete
Wardrobe for
Tall & Petite
Figures

Daniels Inks Pact
With Minnesota

SWIMSUITS!

··':r>

Hamburger
. 15¢
Big Henry
.50¢
Hot Dog
...... ., ....... . 25¢
Shrimp boat
. . 19¢
Cake
10¢·15¢
Caffee
10¢
Milk
12¢
Root Beer
10¢·15¢
Orange
10¢-15¢
Doluxe Hamburger
29¢
Creamy Cheoseburgor
20¢

Fish Sandwich
Melted Cheese Sandwich
Crispy French Fries
Super Milk Shakos
Apple Turnovers

Chicken

Just acr "'' the tfreet from compu5

. .29¢

20¢
15¢
2$¢
20¢

79¢·$3.64

sulJmit~d llp·to·dnttl eUI:oneeming slutll'nt demnnd
fMOSo)lby doctornt<'ll.
'l'!e ~NM )lrogrrnn, Ilr. Schmidt
wd! incorporate plliloeopby
1 t~rnprehensive study of
hllltoricalo.('ultural tradlwe!l as in its l!YIItematic::
-·u.on~ With other di~ciplint!~
ltupecullllive and analytic

1'4nraea will be available in art•
medieval, nnd. modern Eu·
PtJrllosoh)lhy, North Amcrl·
O!()p Y, Hispanic and
Atnerlcan philosophy and
and Chinese philos~phy.
aho will be ~ourll(!a in phil·
ot nrt, history, natural
law, religion, the social
and literature, In addi·
seminars will give
treatment to logical
eplate thtcory' mctapbyslcll,
hlo ogy, Dr, Schrnidt

•
.
The coverage of :foreign news of both s1des
of a controversml
in the American press is among event, he said. Trying to match a
the best in the world, but it is pro-integration story with an
not adequate !or today's complex anti-integration story !~aves the
life a Columbia journalism pro- render with no conclusiOn about
!es~or said Mondny night in the the issue, by implying that the
first I,eeturc Under the Stars.
truth must lie somewhere between
"Americans nre not well-in- th~ two extremes presented, he
· · ·
··h u g • ·
satd.
.
"A · n are also deprived
formed because t e • · 15 Illvolv<'d in s~ many world problem~ of ad~~~: :ews coverage by the
th~t there 1s t~ much to kn?\v,. . ress's belief that stories must.
stud Dr. F;eder1ek T. C. Yu, d1re~- P tain local interest in order to
tor of rcsenrch at t~e Colu!nbla ~~rract readers," he said.
gmdunte school of JOurnah5m.
Striving for objectivity in news
U.S. Journalists Make Mistakl'.S
reporting is o~tdated, Dr. Yu sa_id.
Anwri~an journnlists make fun- "Illustrative Issues must be tndnnumt.nl mistak~s in their con- terpreted," he stated.
cept of news gathering and reHow Far In Simplification
porting. The basic eann_ons of
"How far can you go in simplijournalism must ~- rev1sed .to fication ?" Dr. Yu asked. He
me<'t changing ronditJOns, he smd. po'lnted out that newsp. aper readth
"The event is no longer . e ership increases with ll!;e, educabn~<il' unit of news because hfe t1•0 n and social-economic: status.
•
·
d
d h t
h11!1 become so c.ompli~at~ t 11
Newspapers .are doinlf ~herr. rca •
hard facts have l1ttle sJgnlfkance ers a disservice by wr1tmg Simple,
withou!; interpretation.'' Dr•• Yu clear stories abou~ complex probsnid. Reporters must be tramed !ems he said. .
•
'to understand the problems on
"The maJ·ority of American
t
ht u
th!'ir newsbeats in order 0 eX· newspapers have not ~aug . P
plain the . possible c.ausc, effect, with changing trends m foreign
and significance of events.
news coverage," Dr. Yu concluded,
ted "b u5 e they are not aware of
Balanced Co\·ernge Exnggera .
th e;:n wn problems and do not
NcwspnJlcrs also ~xaggerate re!c~ 0ereatively."
the need for n balan~~d covl.'rnge

Dr. Paul B. Davis,
assistant
.
professor of English, ;vas recen.tly
awarded the outstandmg teachmg
award at UNM for 1966-67.
He was selected from a group

of nearly 24 nominees. Selection
was made by a student-faculty
committee on the basis of student
d
•h
recommendation, couple
Wit
recommendations from department chairmen.
Dr. Davis, who has been a memher o:f the UNM faculty since
1961, was presented the $1000
cash award :from the Greater
UNM Fund by Scott Mabry, president of the Fund.
Dr. Davis received his BA degree :from Oberlin College and
his MA and Ph.D. degrees from
the University of Wisconsin. He
•
t th
taught one summer sessiOn a . e
University of Oregon and studied
under a Fulbright Scholarship in
England for a year.
He will use the money to take
his wife and three children to
England with him, Dr. Davis said.
He will spend next year on sab·
batical leave in England where he
b k
plans to study and write a oo
about the Victorian novels.

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Fundamental changes in aims
and policy of the New Mexico
Union may come from an evaluation and informal audit of Union
operations, ·Associated Students
President John Thorson said Wednesday,
Thorson said that the study
resulted from di!isatisfaction and
misunderstanding about various
Union operations, including bookstore profits, food service labor
policy, and coffee refill policy.
Philosophy Defined
The evaluation is being made
by members of student government and the Union administrative and advisory staff.
The occurrences and developments of the past year have ir4icated that the basic philosophy
of the Union, which is financed
largely by students and is the center of student activity on campus, needs to be more clearly detined, Thorson said,
He added that the recommendations of the group will be put
before the Union Board, which
determines all Union policy.
Wells is Chairman
There are eight student members on the Union board, including the chairman, Larry Wells,
The total membership of the committee is thirteen.
...
"We do not feel that there has
been a credibility gap between
administrators and students, but
con!itant turnover in students
makes it difficult to understand
some of the factors involving students which administrators may
miss," Thorson said.
"We are mainly trying to understand the problems," he added.
.f Areas Studied
Thorson said that there are four
primary areas of concentration in
the study:
1. Definition of basic Union
philosophy.
2. Examination of the 5 per
cent of the student budget which
goes to the business office for sup·
port of the Union and which is not
fully accounted for after it reaches
the business office,
"'
3. Informal study of all areas
(Continued on page 6)

Taft Spech
John Taft of the National
Audubon Society will present
films on the Shandon Hills .in
the Union Ballroom on Monday, June 26. The speech is
part of the summer Lecture
Under the Stars series.

Summer Fare Proq~?!.!! '!!.1,~~!!~5:'!.~

itt the Film Fare and Film ~Ia:~; ~eramfcs, and other activities.
Wednesday, July 26. !'fusic will
The New Mexico Union SU~t?· ics programs are shown 10 . .
A mixed foursome bowling be by the Sunday Funmes at next
mer Fare activities bcgnn
Union Theater at 6 and 8 p.m. league will compete on Tuesday week's dance. from 8 to 10 P·'!l•
week and will continue throug
Admission is 25 centa.
• hts ·n the Union Games Area.
An educatiOnal and recreation
August 8, with weeklY lectures,
The Lectures Under the Stars mg ~d league on :Wednesdays program for children aged 5 to
dantllR classes, and films, us well
ogrnm has booked speakers/n A. 1ie~: for pairs only. Also plan• 12 will begin Mond~y, T~e sixatJ scv~ral special events.
r;pics ranging from the Shd on ~~d are a parent-child bowling week program, "Ch1ldren,s A~i
'II to Japan and from e uca- ·
ment a three-week handi- ventures in Recreation, . .w1
- Summer Fare Specials incl~~d ~~n!t
theory to Engli.sh poetry. !~urn~owlin'g tournament, table stu~y cultures of t~e Amer1~an
performances by tlte Porg~ 0
~ e lectures are h~ld lll th~ Ad- e:nis doubles and singles com· Indllln and five fore1gn countr~es.
t~~
Bess Singers on July 12
! 1 tration Buildmg patt? at t tition and a round robin pocket A~ts and crafts and recreat10.n
111111 s
rainc and Ellis on Aug. 1
Mondays. There IS no &1rard~ tourney. The games Area wlll be offered. The program 1s
Commrt Hall. A Bing-out hooten- B P·~1 ·• 011 h rge
,1 1
f
8 a :m to 10 p m. limited to children of UNM stuanny und a melodrama nrc nlso adnu~ston l~s:ons • taught by Jim IS o~:n t~~!gh
Friday.
'
dents, faculty, and staff members.
planned.
Brldg~ll begin Wednesd~y, Ju~e M~hr!e student-faculty lunch· Registration is ,$16 per. c~jld, payd discussion periods will able at the Umon ActlVltJes CenFilm Fare will prese~,t 9t 11·~ Lynn, w; .. 111 in the .Umon. SIX
28• at .p. offered for $3. Regis- eon~
during the summer ses• ter.
ri!Cilnt movies, including Fn ~
less?ns jr~ the Onion Activities b~ ~tudents and instructing !acChildren's movies and cartoons
the Hunter,'' scltedulcd for
8 n
.
.
2.
3
and
"V'
.
on
Ryans
trntiOII
SIOn.
.
mbers
will
be
invited
to
.
will
be shown on Wednesday
day, J unc . '
.J
29 Center. • Crafts Area will be ulty · me
mornings
at 10 in the Union thea·
EXJJteBII," on Thursdny, . unc .. ~
10 ~. m.. 12 to 5 p.m. In- ntt.De. nd. . . are
The
U
n
th
•
te~:.
.
•
Admission
is-free.for· anyon~
. "lllgh Noon" nnd "The Cam
open dn 1 1 y .ro
'I bl to as• •. , ances.•
'on.. e • te ted
t
..
will
be.
avnt
a
e.
.
.
Union
Terrace
on
m
res
•
Mutiny" 1\l'O Included lu the
b£ sttuc ors · talf and students 1n
s
Fllut Classics. "Pknlc:" 2tl~lhn: slat
--~
111town on Tuesday, June •
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.Anthropology Museum UniontoPresent
F.
y
Children's Dromo
.
G rew Up In IVe ·ears vi~:~og;?yw~n~ea;:e:e~::d ~:;
By GREG MacALEESE

''·

To some people, five years
seems like an endless amount of
time.
To others, it is but a passing
moment, or a single phase, in its
relationship with the whole of infinity which is called life.
"" But to the Anthropology Museum, five years has been the difference between obscurity and
state-wide recognition. In five
years the Museum has grown up.
Undreamed-of Changes
"In five years we have more
than doubled the amount of objects that we have displayed and
we have instituted many changes
which we never dreamed were
possible," said Ronald R. Switzer,
assistant curator of the Museum.
The biggest and most important
change for the Museum was the
construction of its present site
in the southwest portion of the
Anthropology building in the fall
of 1962.
"Before we got the new Mu..seum, we were limited to displaying our objects in the lobby of
the Administration building. Not
only were we hurting for space,
but we nearly lost many of our
displays when the tables collapsed
from the weight of the objects,"
Switzer said.
IBM Cards Used
Since the Museum was moved
to the Anthropology building it
has grown and improved at an
alarming rate. "We are pretty
weU modernized in all aspects
of our work," Switzer said. "We
have :revamped our method of processing new materials. Instead of
tediously writing out all the catalog cards, we now just put them
on IBM punch cards. It certainly
saves us a lot of time and effort.''
~' Another important improvement in the Museum is the large
number of display cases presently
in use. ''We now have 37 cases,
whereas in the Administration
building we had three," Switzer
said.
New Displays Added
When the Museum opened in
the fall of 1962, many of the displays were only temporary. Later
the displays were rebuilt, and new
objects are still being added while
old ones are being replaced.
"We are always in a state of
change. Each year over 100 objects are introduced into the displays. This is one reason why the
Museum is so complete, because
we are always trying to present
new objects into our displays,"
~~Switzer said.
In addition to the many changes

that have taken place in the Museum itself, one other important
alteration has been made, the addition of a permanent staff headed
by Prof. J. J. Brody, curator.
3 Staff Members
"We now have three staff members in addition to the dudents
and volunteers who help us. In
the old days, all the work was
done by volunteers who were
seldom paid. It was pretty much
of a hit-or-miss type of operatl'on," Switzer admitted.
The Museum itself is split into
two sections. The main part is
in the Museum proper, while another section is located in the
foyer of the Anthropology building. The section in the Museum is
devoted to the development of
American man. It covers some
25,000 years, from the Paleo Indians to the modern Pueblo Indians.

The section in the building's
lobby represents a cross-cultural
selection of anthropological objects ranging from artifacts from
Africa to weapons used by the
American Eskimo.
The Museum annually presents
a special exhibit lasting throughout the school year. The present
gallery show, entitled "The Hunt,"
describes man's search f or f oo d
and displays the weapons commonly used in the hunt.
Museum Has Come Far
The Museum has come a long,
long way from its early existence
in the lobby of the Administration building. In the last five
years it has developed far beyond
the most optimistic expectations.
The five years has been but a
short term in which the foundations have been laid for the attainment of future national and
international rP.cognition.

the Holiday Players at 10:30 a.m.
and 12 today in the Union Thea·
ter.
The performance is the second
.
in a series of six special children's theater productions planned this summer by the Holiday
Players, a group of UNM drama
students.
"Circus in the Wind" will be
performed on July 7 and 8 and
· sch ed "Beauty An d t h e Beas t" JS
uled for July 21 and 22 · Children
may enjoy "Another Visit with
Raggedy Ann and Andy" on Aug.
11. "Puss ·n' Boots" on Aug. 25
will conclude the season.
Tickets for the performances
are available from the Holiday
Players, 1410-A Grand NE.

UNM was recently granted
$122,181 under the College Library Resources Program of the
Higher Education Act of 1965,
which awarded $304,418 to 13
New Mexico schools.
The money will be used during
the 67-68 academic year for the
purchase of books, periodicals,
documents,
magnetic
tapes,
phonograph records, and audiovisual materials.

Sandia Base 0ffers
Sales Worker Jobs

Positions as sales store workeres are available at Sandia Base
and other federal agencies in
Albuquerque, the Civil Servin'"
""
Commission announced recently.
Open competitive examinations
will be held for the W-4 jobs
which pay $2.30 per hour. Applications for the test should be
filed with the Interagency Board
of the U.S. Civil Service Examiners for New Mexico, 421 Gold
Ave. SW, Albuquerque, by June
29.

~================;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

OLD TOWN PLAZA
Central at Rio Grande NW
Crewel Bags

Old Town
Indian
Trading Post

from India
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United
Nations
Center
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The oldesl Indian Shop on the plaza
Located between La Placito and
La Hacienda Restaurants

We deal only in select

Indian Crafts
242-6044

A Complete
Line of
INDIAN MADE
MOCCASSINS
UNM's Anthropology Museum recently received several Indian
baskets, an African chief's 18th century wrought-iron standard,
bits of ancient Peruvian textiles and several spears in exchange
for a primitive art piece from Easter Island. J. J. Brody, curator
of the Museum, described the baskets as among the 20 or 30 most
valuable in the Museum's collection uf over 500 baskets. A UNM
student, above, examines some of the baskets, and even tries one
on for size.

Oystein Lilleskore Will Heod 1-Ciub
Oystein Lilleskare, a foreign
student from Norway, has been
elected president of the UNM international Club for the coming
year.
An economics major, Lilleskare
received his B.A. degree from
UNM June 9, and will return in
the fall as a graduate assistant
in the economics department. He
plans a career in some phase of
international development.
Abbas Elected
Vice-president of the !-Club is
Abdulla M. Abbas, foreign student from Kuwait, studying
mechanical engineering,
Lynn Buckingham, Farmington, was elected sec:retary, She is
now working on her masters in
government.

Leading Consumer
The United States was the
world's largest consumer of nickel
in 1966, using an estimated 410
million pounds. Total free world
consumption during the year was
estimated at 830 million pounds.
Stainless Paint
A newly developed stainless
steel paint is applied to transmission towers, smoke stacks,
water tanks and bridges to protect them from cottosion.

The club presidency is an addition to a long line of activities at
UNM for Lilleskare. He was a
dorm counselor for two years,
member of the soccer team, the
International Folk Dance Club,
the Student Finance Committee,
and Student Publications Board.
Received Award
This year Lilleskare coordinated an international radio program over KUNM, under the
sponsorship of the International
Club. He was named Outstanding
Senior Man by The Lobo staff in
May.
This was Lilleskate's fourth
year in the U.S. because of his
.stay in Carlsbad in 1961-62 as an
American Field Service foreign
exchange student.

Josephine Shasky

$4?U¥ jo.
INDIAN ARTS
2014 S. Plaza NW

Gates of Spain

Indian Trading Post
2102 S. Plaza

Contemporary
Southwestern
Crafts-Imports:
Objects of Virtu

HE'S AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
HE READS THREE LANGUAGES. HE SKIS.
HE CAN READ (IN ENGLISH) 3,000 WORDS PER MINUTE
ALBUQUERQUE

Spanish and Mexican
Wrought Iron and Gifts
102 Romero
Specializing in the
latest young casucds

Emily Ann
Originals
Shop #2-La Hacienda Patio

Waste Baskets

is because of John's reading skill that he can hold down his job
as an electrical engineer, study for his Master's Degree, ski, plan
new activities such as mountain climbing and still find time to read
for his own pleasure.
.1·

GIFTS -

Apple Turnovers
Milk Shakes

You will see a Reading Dynamics graduate read at amazing speeds
from a book he has nevet seen before and then tell in detail what
he has read. You will see documented film that includes actual interviews with Washington Congressmen who have taken the
course. You will learn how we can help you to faster reading, with
improved comprehension, greater recall.

You may not learn to read quite as fast as John Davenport but the
results are so positive that the Reading Dynamics Institute GUARANTEES that you will at least triple your reading efficiency or receive a full tuition refund.

...-------MONEY BACK GUARANTEE------We guarantee to increase the "'ading efficiency of each student AT LEAST 3 times with good comprehension. We will refund the entire tuition to any student who after completing minimum class and
study requiremenb, does not at least triple his reading el!lciency as measured by our beginning
and ending tests.

~.----------------------------

-Traditional

Makers of
HandMade
Indian Jewelry
-oldtown-

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

Raske
Shop

Denver-June 27
Boulder-June 28
Colo. Spgs.-June 15
ft. Collins-June 28
Greeley-June 28
Gr. Junction-Junt 22
Montrose-June 24
Laramie-June 28
Kansas City-June 28
Tapeke~-June 22

Lawrence-June 16
ManhaHan-June 16
Wichlta-J une 28
Albuquerque-June 29
Santa Fe-June 28
Clovis-July 7
Roswell-July 6
las Cruces-June 22
Alamogordo-June 21
Los Alamos-June 20

207 Dartmouth, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexi~:o

Miles City-July 12
Glendive-July 13
Kalispell-June 30
Missoula-June 29
Grecat Falls-June 21
Helena-June 22
Butia-June 30
Livingston-June 29
Bozeman-June 28
Billings-July 10

•

•

•

•

LB623

Please send descriptive folder
I understand that I am under no obligation and that no salesman will call.
Name'----------------·------------------------------------·Street;~·---~------------

Phone'--------

______ ___________________________________ ____ ---------------------C i t Y ' - - - - - - - - - - - - State,_.------- Zip'------

...

.,.

Two Locations
Old Town Plaza,53:18 Menaul NE
' 842·8022
265·5951
•

265-6761

-~~:-~:~~::~~~-~~~;~-~:::~:~:s~i::t:···----··---·-·-·-···---·---------1

We hold classes in 55 cities in this region. Listed are the cities in which sum·
mer closses will be held and their starting dates. Complete schedules available upon request.

#5 Hacienda Plaza

20c
Just aeross the sheet from campus

The University of New Mexico

Modern-

50c
25c

Student Union Bldg. (Rm 250-C)

-----------------------EvelynVVood.

ET AL

Henry's Instant Service
Big Henry

5:30 and 7:30p.m.

6

Rushed By Your Summer Schedule?

(a meol by i:selfl

Monday, June 26

John Davenport is not a naturally fast reader. He learned this
revolutionary technique af rapid reading at the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute here in Albuquerque. He is one of the
more than 25,000 graduates of this nation-wide organization.

207 DARTMOUTH NE

Take Advantage of

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS

Watching his hand fly over the pages (the hand is the pacer), you
would think he must be skimming-but he's not.

and

-Made in Taos-

-

MEET
JOHN
DAVENPORT

PAWN

<·

Plaza
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l'ubllshed Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of the reBUiar Uaiversit¥ year by the
Student PublicatiOJI~ Bo~>rd of the Asaooiated Students of the Univemil;y of New Me>tico
Second class pootage paid at Albuquerque, New llfexi1:9. l'rinted by the University l'rintinl: Plant. Subscription rate: ;4.50 for tbc school year, payable in advance. All editorials
and sigped columns express the views of the w.-itcr and not necessarily thoe~ or the. Stu..
dent l'ublications Board or of the University.

The Lobo Welcomes the Underground
TWO NEW STUDENT publications appeared on the UNM
campus this spring, the Esperanto Review and the Burning
World Review. Both were produced by independent groups
of students and faculty members and were printed offcampus.
Esperanto means "hoping" in Spanish, its editors pointed
q.ut. The paper is not a publication of the Associated Students or of any official UNM body. "We hold that while
keeping clear of mere vagaries the Esperanto Review can
do more to aid student opinion by a broad hospitality to
divergent ideas than it can by identifying itself with one
school," the first editorial said.
The Esperanto Review "does not accept responsibility for
the views expressed in any articles . . . but it accepts the
responsibility for giving them a chance to appear here."
THE ESPERANTO REVIEW is not a newspaper in the
familiar sense. Its articles ranged from a scathing denunciation of American women to an account of a tutoring project
in Grenada, Mississippi. The recurrent criticism of American
policy in Viet Nam was evident, calling for "complete and
universal goodwill towards the deprived peoples of the
world."
• The Burning World Review was primarily an exploration
of recent incidents at Albuquerque high schools in which
UNM students distributing beat-the-draft literature were
reportedly beaten by the high schoolers.
The editors stated that there is "a blowing madness in the
world, the world is burning with hate kindled by an increasing paranoia and anger. This paper will try to rescue the
burning minds of those who are being crushed in their
silence."
The paper will deal with what the editors consider 11pertinent" news. ' 1We are generally sickened by the poor coverage of news by the local news media," the editors said. "Let's
riot with words and carefully considered opinions, not animal fists of anger," they suggested.
THE LOBO WELCOMES these additions to the official
. ;md unofficial student publications at UNM. There will be
no circulation wars here and no cut-throat competition for
scoop stories. The official i:ampus newspaper can easily exist
side by side with specialized publications, provided that
these papers can earn enough in sales and advertising to
continue.
However, the realities of the newspaper business suggest
that these independent publications will face a daily struggle
for survival. The readership of the Esperanto Review and
the Burning World Review is necessarily limited by the
papers' content and attitudes. And students are notoriously
unwilling to spend money-on anything.
The Esperanto Review and the Burning World Review do
not have a monopoly on critical evaluation and comment on
current events. The Lobo dislikes the inference that such
material is not welcome in its pages.
: THE LOBO'S primary responsibility is the reporting of
campus events, but its editors have never refused to print
well-written editorials, columns or :features on any relevant
subject.
The way to reach the majority of readers on the UNM
campus is obviously through The Lobo. Unfortunately, the
life-expectancy of political columnists on The Lobo is always
very short. The publication of a daily paper requires continuing dedication and hard work. There is no future for a
temporary enthusiast.
It seems that there is a considerable number of concerned
activists on the UNM campus, and this is of course a healthy
sign. But these people are not forced to exist on the :fringes
of campus life. Their ideas and their efforts are not only
welcome, but necessary to The Lobo.

Pass-Fail System Stresses
Knowledge Over Repetition

former professor of English at to take some of our courses in
· other fields."
Princeton said recently.
Graduate schools would be un"l,Jnless we have only very maimpressed
by a transcript full of
ture students . , . they would lose
By MELISSA HOWARD
some of the drive to excel with- P's, Jacob W. Getzels, professor
The dem11nds of the Selective out which they couldn't possibly of education and psychology at
Service, graduate schools, honors succeed , . . ," a Duke professor the University of Chicago, said
recently. Using a pass-fail sysprograms, school requirements, . of Greek said.
·
campus organizations, and proDr. Theodore Ropp, a profes- tem would require a complete
spective employers make a stand-· sor of history at Duke, suggested folder of comments for individual
ard arbitrary grading system last semester that "everyone be students, which would be imposnecessary.
graded in every course to the end sible for larger :;chools.
Grades provide the incentive to of his sophomore year. This
Difficulty Is Seen
make college students work, "The would meet the demands of the
The difficulty, Getzels said, is to
Moderator" magazine said in a re- draft boards, major departments, devise a system which would satcent article, and they also punish scholarship
committees,
and isfy both the "internal demands"
students who do not work. Grades transfer transcripts.
of students and faculty within a
are a standard for the measure"Beyond that point," Professor college for modification of the
ment of academic achievement, Ropp said, "most students are grading system, and the "exterModerator admits. But the tradi- committed to particular schools nal demands" of graduate schools
tional letter-grade system is criti- and majors. The pass-fail system which require some sort of simple
cized as an inaccurate measure of might then be applied to all evaluation.
achievement, reflecting only the courses."
"If one thinks of the function
student's ability to repeat what
of
exams as evaluative," he said,
Pass-Fail
Would
Lessen
he has been told.
there must be a shorthand sysPressures
Acquisition of Knowledge
A student's grades for the first tem to indicate ability.
Becomes Secondary
"If, however, one thinks of
two years indicate his general
And grades too often are an end ability, Dr. Ropp said, while his exams as serving an educational
in themselves, so that the acqui- last two years reflect his capabil- purpose (for the student's benesition of knowledge become:> sec- ity in his chosen field. Pass-fail fit), it may be possible that so:·ne
ondary, Modet•ator says. Ideally, would "lessen some of the pres- other kinds of notation for co· ngrades should measure an indi- ent pressures on juniors and sen- municating between teacher and
vidual's pt•ogress according to iors who have to concentrate on student would work better than
his capabilities and effort.
their majors, but who would like the enigmatic letter."
Pass-fail grading systems attempt to put the emphasis in
education back on the learning
]ll®JJ1f
process, by encouraging students
to experiment in new fields without jeopardizing their grade point
A Guide for
averages, and consequently their
Neutral Thinkers
futures.
Many CoJieges Have Used
By ARTHUR HOPPE
Pass-Fail
Saft F~aflc~co Chronicle
About 35 American colleges
and universities have instituted
pass-fail programs in recent
Naturally, the State Department doesn't want to go off half-cocked
years. Students have convinced and apply its new moral, peace-loving policy to the whole world in
their professors and administra- one fell swoop. We're going to try it out ("neutral in thought, word
tors that they can work better and deed") in the Middle East first. But if it works there, it could
under the incentive of their own spread.
desire for knowledge than they
So it's up to all of us moral, peace-loving citizens to back up this
can under the demands of tradi- pilot project by thinking neutrally about the Middle East.
tional grading systems .
This isn't going to be easy. For one thing, Israel is a terribly small,
Pass-fail has not gained uni· thoroughly democratic, intensely loyal ally of ours. And the Arab
versal approval, and many col- states, to put it neutrally, are Arab states.
What's needed, obviously, is A Neutral Thinker's Guide to the Midlege authorities are waiting for
students to prove that they can dle East. I've been working on it.
In a sneak attack reminiscent of Hitler's Panzer legions descending
make the 'System work.
on
defenseless Czechoslovakia, Israel launched a brutal war of agStudents ~AJse Motivation
gression
against the peace-loving Arab democracies. It was clear the
"The students lose their moti·
two
million
Israelis counted on underwhelming the 100 million Arabs
vation and the teachers lose their
by
sheer
weight
of numbers.
captive audience. . • . Some stuthe
Arab
legions who had accidentally crossed into Israel
While
dents don't open their books," a
fought bravely in defense of their homes and loved ones, many were
overrun by "human wave" assaults of three and four fully-equipped
Israeli soldiers.
"Although we Arabs may be undernumbered one tiJ fifty," said
King Feisal, the democracy-loving monarch of Saudi Arabia, "my be·
loved people will bravely volunteer to defend their democracy all the
FRIDAY: Film Fare: "Fate ls the
way to Tel Aviv. Or I'll hang them."
Hunter''; 6 and 8 p.m.; Union Theater.
In Cairo, President Nasser, the democracy-loving military dictator
Admi..ion 25 cents.
SATURDAY: Film Fare: see Frida.Y.
of Egypt, though hard-pressed was still thinking loyally of the welMONDAY: Lecture Under the Stal'l!:
fare of his beloved American friends. Ever since he had suggested on
John Taft, "The Shandon Hills"; Administration Building patio; 8 p.m. Free..
a hot day that his American friends would enjoy an invigorating dip
TUESDAY: Film ClMlliC!l: "Picnic"; 6
in the ocean ('~America can jump in the sea," is the way he put it),
and 8 p.m.; Union Theater. Admission 25
he has been thinking of their welfare. And then he expressed the hope
cents..
Bowling foursome; G:30 p.m. Union
they
wouldn't intervene in the crisis for their own good. ("We'd grind
Games Area.
them into mince meat,'' he was heard tO say privately.)
WEDNESDAY: Dowli:ng Poln~; Union
Games Area.
The Israelis, of course, have long preached a "jihad'' (Hebrew for
Bridge lesson: Union; 7 p.m.
holy war) against the defenseless Arabs, promising to "drive them
. Rock n' t"o11 dance, the SUndaY }'UIIni~;
Union Tcrraee; "C'Vcning,
into the sea." This would require driving them clean across Africa into
THURSDAY:. Film Fare:. "Von Ryan's
the Atlantic, which just shows how fanatic the Israelis are.
Expres~~": G nnd 8 p.m. ; Union Then.ter..
The war started when Mr. Nas1;!er, in a humanitarian gesture, closed
Admisoion z~ cents.
the Gulf of Aqaba in order to shut off 80 per cent of Israel's imports
Giant Stabile
of gasoline and thus reduce the high rate of traffic accidents in Tel
The largest work ever created Aviv. Despite Mr. Nasser's concern for his beloved Israeli neighbors.
No, that's as far as I can g() with The Neutral Thinker's Guide to the
by the world-famous American
sculptor Alexander Calder stands Middle East. I fear our State Department has made a grave mistake.
It's not that I'm against our radical new peace•loving policy of
at the site of EXPO 67, the 1967
World Exhibition in M()ntreal. thinking neutrally, it's that they picked the wrong place for the pilot
The stabile sculpture, sponsored project. If we want to give a fair trial to the concept of thinking
by The International Nickel Com- neutrally about military dictators and such, let's pick a spot where it's
pany of Canada, Limited, is made less of a challenge.
Like, say, VietNam.
of some 46 tons of stainless steel.
Editor's; note: This is the second
in a series of articles on pass-fail
grading systems.
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Contact With New Groups
Goal of Viet Nom Summer
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (CPS)A project that started with a
meeting of a few college teachers
has grown to involve 7,000 people
in a national effort aaginst tbe
Viet Nam war.
Its organizers call it Viet Nam
Summer and they estimate there
will be at least 10,000 volunteel'S
working on the project before the
summer ends.
The Pl'Oject is being aimed at
the middle class and its volunteers
include students, union members,
clergy, the poo1·, and housewives.
While its national headquarters
are located in Cambridge, Mass.,
most of the work is being done by
local groups.
Formed By Professor
VietNam Summer is the braincbild of Gar Alperovitz, a political science pt·ofessor at Harvard
who quit the State Department in
1966 in protest against the war.
Althougb the project .officially
began with an announcement by
Rev. Martin Luther Kjng on April
23, the actual planning began at a
Mareh meeting of Alperovitz and
several other young faculty members from Massachusetts colleges.
They call the program a teachout. It has three phases:
-Extensive canvassing to seek
out people who oppose or have
doubts about the war.
-These people form discussion
groups to increase their understanding of the war issues.
I•olitical Action Planned
-Once they have studied the issues, these people will seek some
form of political action.
It is this last point that has
caused most of the problems
among the p1·oject organizers.
Alperovitz is unsure what form
this political action will take. He
has suggested trying to get the
Republican party to choose a liberal candidate in 1968, urging
Congressmen to hold open hearings on the war in the districts,
and petitioning to put the war on
the ballot in local elections. Some
of the other organizers thought
the first possibility unrealistic.
SDS Causes Problems
Similar problems occurred when
members of the radical Students
for a Democratic Society were
brought in. Alperovitz's approach
aims at the broad middle class.
But the SDS members who helped
organize the project thought the
approach should be aimed at students and people in ghettos. They
objected to the emphasis on electoral solutions and argued that
more 1·adical action, such as draft
l'esistance; was needed.
Whether these differences of
opinion can be worked out is one
of the major questions of the program.
King To Run?
Another source of dissension
antong the project workers was a

Who is this haughty; half·
dra11Cd beauty? She stood in

solitltry splendor in the Union
lcit.chcn 'l'nesday. Behind her
were t•ows of tollS and 1111 emil·
ty coffee urn, ht front of het
were 11ots and JUUts. The statue,
on a JINlestal, is a little larger
than life size. Who she is or
where she came from no one
:tt the building now knows.
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story in the New York Times say- students, and a peacemobile and
ing that two of the project leaders, leaflet project.
Ramparts editor Robert Scheer
The staff puts a major emphasis
and William Pepper, director of on getting a broad base. "Get out
the National Conference for New of the Quaker, Jewish, and uniPolitics, were trying to persuade versity communities and go into
King to run for president as a new communities. Don't think of
peace candidate in 1968, the Har- new tactics for the same people
vard Crimson reported.
to do. Involve new people," is the
Some project workers have sup- way one of the project co-direcported the idea while otbers tors, Lee Webb, puts it.
thought it would destroy the proAnother co-director, Rev. Richgram.
ard Fernandez, says each group
At the Viet Nam Summer head- has special concerns and skills
quarters in Cambridge the staff is which will help the peace moverecruiting and training local vo- ment. Negroes and working class
lunteers to do community organiz- people will feel the sting of poving, providing existing groups erty program cutbacks and inwith a "menu" of different pt·o- creased draft calls. The clergy
grams, literature, some local can speak out on the moral isfunding, and handling national sues of the war. Teachers can
publicity. But the bulk of the pro- take the war into their classgram will be done locaUy.
rooms.
Petition Drive Set
One group called Health ProFor example, in Ann Arbor, fessionals Against the War atMich., home of the University of tacks the war in terms of the
Michigan; a group of 250 people health needs of the Vietnamese
plan a door-to-door petition drive, and what it feels is a growing
bringing in speakers, draft coun- level of violence in American soseling to high school and college ciety.

Alert Center Is Now
Part: of UNM Scene
By GREG McALEESE
In six short months the UNM
Action Alert Center has become
an accepted part of the Union
scene.
Proof of its acceptance came
just two weeks ago when it reported the beginning of the war
in the Middle East.
"That was the biggest moment
the Center has had," said Tim
Hunter, one of the founders of
the new bureau, "because not
only did most of the students
stop to read our news dispatches
on the bulletin board by the north
door of the Union, but many of
them actually came into the Center to learn more about what was
happening."
Began in January
The Center, which began operation last January, is located
just to the right of the Music
Listening Room in the Union. In
addition to the bulletin board in
the lobby, the Center also provides students with in-depth
coverage of world, regional, and
local news, sports, weather, business, marketing.
It also provides farm news on
another bulletin board inside its
headqurters.
However, the early success of
the Center hasn't satisfied Hunter's quest for complete and up-todate news coverage. "Right now
we're trying to get a new gadget
called a Tele-Lecture. This is a
machine which will enable us to
phone a 'Speaker in any part ·Of tbe
United States and let an undetermined number of students ask him
questions," Hunter stated.
Resembles Lunch Tray
The Tele-Lecture looks like a
lunch tray on wheels. In the middle of the main consol is a regular telephone which will be used
by the guest speaker and the master of ceremonies. Attached to
the consol are five other phones
and speakers which will enable
othel.· people to question the guest.
"This could be a fantastic addition to our Center," Bunter said,
"for it would enable us to get an
even more in-depth view of the
news." Bunter also stated that he
and Chuck Noe, the assistant coordinator of the Center, would try
to get as many experts and public
officials to talk on the Tele-Lec-

ture as possible.
The Center also has a television
set, a selection of magazines
which range from "The Anarchist'' to John Birch magazines and
from atheist periodicals to Catholic monthlies.
"Our aim in organizing the
Center was to give the students
a place in the Union where they
could come and discuss intelligently what is happening in the
news. We provide as many different magazines and newspapers as
we can so that a student can obtain a fairly broad idea of what
is going on in the world today,"
Hunter said.
Center's Use Is Urged
"We would also like to encourage groups of any kind to use
the Center as a meeting place. We
don't really care whether they are
formal meetings or just bull sessions. But we do want the Center
to be used. That is its purpose,"
he said.
In the six months of its existence, the Center has heralded
such events as the death of the
three Apollo astronauts, the Supreme Court rulings on juveniles
and the Near East crisis. How far
will the Center go?
"Just as far as the news and
our budget will let us," Hunter
said with a
in his eye.

Students to Refuse
Service in Viet Nam

Cleaning nickel stainless steel
is as easy as washing china or
glasaware. Soap or detergent in
warm water will clean the metal
effectively,

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.,
May 19 (CPS)-More than 250
students at 25 medical schools
have sigued statements refusing
to serve with the armed forces in
Viet Nam.
Signers of the statement pledged to "seek means to serve our
country and humanity which are
compatible with the preservation
and enrichment of life." Their
statement said that "in the name
of freedom, the U.S. is waging
an unjustified war in Viet Nam
and is causing incalculable human suffering."

Complete Wardrobe
for Tall & Petite
figures

.Summer Sale
Now In Progress
95-Winrock Center

BE DIFFERENT
DRIVE A CARAVELLE
RENAULT. TWO-TOPS, 4 spd.,
BUCKET SEATS, RADIO $S75.00

IMPORTS LTD
265-6048

315 Wyoming SE

.,.,
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Arts & Crafts
Fair
Sandia Peak
Tramway
Acoma (Sky City)
Santa Fe &
Taos

. 1:!:

e Gallup Inter-tribal
Indian Ceremonial

e

Carlsbad Caverns &
White Sands

(Deadline for Santa Fe
Opera tickets-July 1)

. Know Where You're Going?

If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Care.er •• ;
Consult

~·COLLEGE CAREER·
~COUNSELING· SERVICE
265~8288

.408 San Mateo NE
OFF1~E HOURS BY APPO_INTMENT
Margherita

II.. Henning, Ph.D.

.

After Jul_y T the new address will be 12~ Washington ~

:J.irJt aJJignmenl-

/offow y.our courde6 wil~
l~e/amoud
Barnes & Noble
College Outline Series
KEYED TO YOUR TEXTS
OtJer

roo titles on the following subjecu:

ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUoiNESS
DRAMA
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING

ENGLISH
GOVERNMENT
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
LITERATURE
MATHEMATICS

MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIOS

ON DISPLAY AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

associated students bookstore
GROUND FLOOR
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Dr. Reina F. Hall

Master' Nursing Program
Is Major Plan of New Dean
By TOM GARCIA

Plans for instituting a Master'slevel program in nursing at UNM
is one of the main projects Dr.
Reina F. Hall, newly appointed
dean of the College of Nursing,
hopes to undertake next year.
Dr. Hall( who was acting dean
of the College of Nursing this
year, was recently appointed dean
effective July 1.
Dr. Hall said that the master's
program would specialize in the
clinical area of material and child
health. She added that she would
also like to see some projects to
help needy people throughout the
state.
There are many rural areas and
villages in New Mexico where
people are unable to receive any
medical aid, she said.
The UNM College of Nursing
has one of the best programs in
the country, Dr. Hall said. They
received full accreditation last
month, she said.
The College planned a sound
lqurriqulum for the next four
years and is ranked one of the top
five nursing schools in the coun-

try, Dr. Hall said. The school now
has 221 students.
Dr. Hall, who earned her doctorate from St. John's University,
has had an active career in public
health nursing and teaching. She
lserved on the faculty at St.
John's, Hunter College and the
University of Arizona before
coming to UNM.
One of her early activities after
joining the UNM faculty last July

Dr. Walter Keller, UNM faculty member, has been named acting
chairman of the music department he has served since 1938.
His appointment, announced by
Clinton Adams, dean of the College of Fine Artl!, becomes effective July 1. It will continue
through the 1967-68 academic
year.
Blankenship To Teach
Keller's predecessor, Dr. Joseph
Blankenship, has returned to
teaching and research in the department.
A familiar figure in statewide
musical events, Dr. Keller is founder of the Albuquerque Chamber
.Music Socity, an organization concerned with baroque instruments
and music, and a former president
of the Albuquerque Symphony
Orchestra. His work in early
music for his 1958 Ph.D. in musicology from Harvard continues to
influence his current interests.
Antingue Players
Keller and the Antingue Players have produced early works for
hundreds of students last year as
part of the Youth Concerts.
Last month he played at a benefit concert with the New Mexico
Early Music Ensemble from UNM
at the Old Trinity Church in Arroyo Seco, near Taos.
Several years go Dr. Keller was
on sabbatical in Europe with most
of his time devoted to studies of
baroque music and the cantatas of
Alessandro Scarlatti.

Study May Solve
Problems of Union
(Continued From Page 1) .
of profit and loss in Union operations, including the bookstore.
Construction Hastened
4. Research into the possibility of speeding up the target date
for the addition planned for the
Union in five years.
Thorson said that the addition
is intended to increase food service space and meeting room
space. He commented that it is
p.lready obvious that increased
food service space is needed as
soon as possible.
The Union is financed by students in at least three different
ways, Thorson said. A percent~
age of tuition, a percentage o:£
activity fees, and student patronization of the Snack Bar and the
bookstore provide a large portion
of Union finances, he said.
The study will probably result
in recommendations for a reallocation in space resources, additional revenue programs, and discontinuation of loss programs,
Thorson said.
' . ''

Invading Musicians Play
Medieval Spanish Music
By GREd STEPHENSON
The UNM Recital Hall was invaded VVednesday by a group oi
musicians who performed a series
of works from medieval Spain.
This relatively peaceful takeovet• was accomplished by Dr.
VValter Keller, piano professor at
UNM. He was assisted by the
UNM Early Music Ensemble
which is composed of students
and faculty.
·
Music Obscure
VVednesday afternoon's performance included many obscure

Colleges Granted
Over $81 Million

Music Department

Dr. Keller Named
Acting Chairman
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Dr. Reina F. Hall
was the organization of the Interagency Council for Nursing in
Albuquerque. The organization is
intended to promote nursing in
New Mexico and to coordinate efforts of nursing service and nursing education.
Dr. Hall is a Fellow of the American Public Health Association,
has been appointed to the Advisory Council for Public Health
Nursing in New Mexico and has
actively promoted summer coul'Ses for public health science and
nursing, primarily for public
health nurses, since coming to
New Mexico.
She also serves as a nurse consultant to the Veteran's Administration Hospital in Albuquerque
and is listed in "Who's Who in
American Women."

"'WASHINGTON, D.C., May 8
(CPS) -The Office of Education
announced recently that Federal
grants of more than $81 million
have been funded for building or
remodeling classrooms, laboratories, and libraries at 164 colleges and universities.
The grants and loans will support construction projects costing
a total of approximately $369
million.
New grants totaling approximately $49 million were awarded
to 105 institutions under Title I
of the Higher Education Facilities
Act, which provides for Federal
aid of up to one-third of the cost
of academic construction at undergraduate schools, and up to 40
per cent of the construction cost
at public community colleges and
technical institutes.
Supplemental grants of almost
$3 million went to 30 institutions
that had previously received part
of the aid for which they are eligible.
Under Title III of the Higher
Education Facilities Act, which
provides for construction loans, 29
colleges and universities received
a total of almost $30 million.

U. Music Department
l-Ias New Pipe Organ
The department of music at
UNM has purchased a new pipe
organ for $85,000 to be placed in
the UNM Fine Arts Recital Hall
next fall.
The instrument will be in a
free-standing position in a loft
at the rear of the Recital Hall
stage. It will be unenclosed except for one sWell division with
the pipes and console in view of
the audier.ce.
Design of the massive instrument was done by Walter Holtkamp.
Holtkamp Consultant
When design work on the new
Recital Hall was undertaken several years ago, Mr. Holtkamp was
a consultant to the architects on
acoustical aspects, with the view
of installing an organ at a future
date. Such coordination makes the
organ a natural complement to
the Recital Hall.
Other Holtkamp organs are installed at Yale University, University of California at Berkeley,
Loyola University, RandolphMacon Woman's College, SMU,
and the Juilliard School of Music.
Many Will Use Organ
Dr. Joseph Blankenship, former
chairman of the UNM department of Music, said the new organ will be used by many musicians from advanced organ students to concert organists.
It may be used ~s a solo instrument with full orchestra or as an
accompanying instrument with
the University chorus, chambers
groups, and various ensembles, Dr.
Blankenship said.
Agree On Organ Design
The music department chairman noted there is broad agree-

but interesting pieces from the
sacred and secular music from the
through 16th century Spain.
Jennie Klinger, soprano; David
Starkey, tenor; and Dan i e 1
Wright, tenora, sang a variety of
motets, some by anonymous composers of the early Spanish
church and others by more wellknown religious composers such
as Juan del Encina and Lope de
Baena.
Beth McGraw, flute professor
from the music department, and
Mr. Starkey accompanied the vocalists with recorder flutes,
Italian Music Played
An interesting part of the program was an interpretation of 3
Italian pieces performed by Keller
and Dr. Jack Stephenson, also of
the music department.
These pieces were originally
written for tenor voice but were
later transcribed by the Spaniard,
Diego Ortiz, for viola de gamba
and harpsichord.
The viola de gamba is shaped
very much like the modern cello
but it has six strings and frets
like the guitar.
Stephenson used a cello Wed-

nesday and was assisted by Dr.
Keller on harpsichord.
Spanish Culture Stressed
The UNM Early Music Ensemble has performed in the past.
Earlier this spring they per:f,ormed a program of similar works at
the old Catholic Church at Arroyo Seco, New Mexico.
This was part of a long-range
program that Padre Cuesta of
Arroyo Seco believes will reinstate interest and participation in
the Spanish culture of northern
New Mexico which seems to be
dying out so quickly.
It must be admitted that the
Early Music Ensemble provided a
unique and inspiring performance
to both the people of Arroyo Seco
this spring and to the students of
UNM who attended Wednesday's
performance.
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ment . in organ design among
American organ builders. They
combine the basic concept of the
American classic organ and an
electric design, producing an instrument that performs all kinds
of organ compositions satisfactorily.
"This fact is borne out in comparing the stop lists of the hundreds of pipe organs constructed
in the past 20 years," Dr. Blankenship said.
The recently purchased organ
"represents a consensus of the accepted elements that constitute a
complete three-manual and pedal
instrument, and reflects our concepts of the needs of the department of music," Dr. Blankenship
said.
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Cairns l:xamines 2500 Ditty Bags Needed
U.S. Role In Asia
He commented that the issue
Unless the American people
stand up and voice their thoughts shifted from questions about the
about U.S. involvement in Viet real situation in Viet Nam to
Nam, they will be allowing their questions about preserving the
country to act as an agent of solidarity of the American-Auscounterrevolution in the world, tt·alian alliance for purposes of
Dr. James Cairns said Wednes- defense of Australia.
day.
The Labor Party has examined
Dr. Cairns, the leadel' of the some of the realities in Viet Nam
Australian Parliament's opposi- and we can understand how the
tion Labor Party, addressed a situation there might be a l'eal
luncheon in the Desert Room on desire 'for national independence,
Australian attitudes toward the Vietnamese attitudes toward the
war in Viet Nam.
Americans might be similar to
Cairns asserted that the devop- their attitudes toward the
ments in Viet Nam during recent French," Cairns 1;aid.
decades are manifestations of
Settlement Wanted
basic social change and revolu"It's not so much that the Lation, and he interprets the American role there as counterrevolu- bor Party wants an immediate
tionary and contrary to our own withdrawal. We want a settlement," he said.
traditions.
The American assessment of
Americans Are Agents
the
war ignores many important
"Americans are a11owing themfactors,
and the substance of the
selves to become agents of counAmerican
scholastic work on the
terrevolution in the world, and
war
confirms
this shallow assessultimately you may be a11owing
ment
which
he has observed,
yourselves to become the same in
Cairns
said.
your own nation," he said.
About his country's attitudes
"I believe, however, that if any
toward the war, Cairns said that country has the power to govern
Australia has a force of 6500 per- itself, it is this country. The
sons there and is spending $20 American people can influence
their real thoughts about the
million annually, which is about
one-fourth of one percent of Au- war;" he said.
stralia's gross national budget.
"Frankly, this is about the
weight which I think the Aus.tra•
tian government gives to the
threat of Communism in Viet
Bv GREG MacALEESE
Nam," he said.
A $5SO 000 •rant from the NaThreat Unimportant
'. g
•
The primary purpose of Aus- tionalt Sctencde dFtoutnhdatUJoNnM~~s
stralian presence in Viet Nam is recent y awar e o e
not to stop the "downward thrust partment of mathematics by the
of China between the Indian and National Science Foundation.
The grant, which will be us~d
the Pacific Oceans," Cairns said.
ovcr
the next three years, will
Instead, they are there to obtain
strengthen
the department with
an insurance policy with the
the
addition
of nine staff memUnited States, he said.
"We are there to please Wash- hers and the enlargement of the
ington. We kuow that our defense math library and computer servis insured if we keep this com- ices.
•
"This is the largest grant of tts
mitment to the United States,"
kind in the nation," said Mrs. J.
he added.
Rosenblatt, math department secLabor l'arty Defeated
retary, "and with it we plan to
Cairns pointed out that the op- add some of the foremost names
position Labor Party which ran
largely on the platform ·Of withdrawal from the Viet Nam war
was defeated in the last election
by a proportion of 60 percent to
40 percent.

Santa Claus and al lthe trimmings in the middle of the summer? Traditionalists who decry
pre-Christmas activities in November will really squirm when
they are asked to play Santa's
helper in mid-June.
It's all fot· a good cause.
Albuquerque has been asked by
Bernalillo County Chapter of the
American Red Cross to fill 2500
~Iitty .bags for mili~ary men ser~mg. m South VIet Nam this
Chl'lstmas.
.
2200 Filled
This quota is up from a firsttime project last year when 2200
were filled by New Mexico residents with at least 1500 the project of UNM students.
Dr. Ian Shand of the UNM
student health service and a Red
Cross member, and M-rs. Benjamin S. Bates of the Volunteer
Services are serving as chairmen
of the project.
Their committees already have
obtained and cut material for the
ditty bags, which must be stitched together. They are urging
stay-at-homes, members. of local
organizations and individuals to
begin sewing, even if it is in the
shade of a tree beside a swimming pool.
UNM Partieipates
Several campus organizations
have already answered UNM
student body president John
Thorson's plea for local students

Moth Deportment Receives Grant
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Too Busy for

in mathematics to our faculty.''
The dis~ribution of the grant's
money wlll be handled by the
math department chairman, Prof.
. . Bl
Ju1JUS um.
.
The announcement o~ the award,
~ade by the N~w Mex1co congressmnal delegat1on, came ?n the
wake of anothet' grant g1ven to
the math department by t~e
NSF, this oue for $50,000. It w1ll
be used for the sole purpose of
developing the department's computer center. In addition to the
$50,000 awarded by the NSF, the
University gave $100,000 to the
math department :for use in the
computer center.

Let 111 Do It,
and save money
with Discount Card

Your Laundry?
~~----------------_,

Veterans News
Q-Has Congress amended the
New Gl Bill to authorize Flight
Training?
A-No. Public Law 89-358 has
not been amended to include '
Flight Training, Job Training o1'
Farm Training.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Contral E., Albuquorque, No•• Mulco
Phon• 242·0096

Your Texaco Star Dea •• .-

@

111 Laundry &Dry Cleaning Service
111·8 HARVARD, S.E.

to repeat their successful cooperation of last year.
Apowa, service organization for
UNM coeds, the first woman's
organization to accept bags for
filling, will prepare 100 ditty
bags for overseas.
Delta Sigma Pi, professional
business fraternity, John Switzer,
president, will fill ten bags.
Should be Wrapped
Intended as Christmas gifts for
service men the bags should be
filled with 'such items as pens,
paperback books, plastic soap
cases, writing paper, address
books, nail clippers, pocket-sized
games, decks of cards, and even
tins of nuts or candy or dried
fruits. These would be Christmaswrapped to add to the gaiety. The
Red Cross headqua-rters, 5006
Copper NE, wi\1 provide a personal greeting card for each bag.

The filled c~ntainers are to be
filled .and shlpJ!ed b~ Sep~em.ber
15 to m~ure their dehvery m t1me
.=fo:;r:__:C_::h.:_n::::s_tm---a.:_s:_.- - - - - - -

Undercover
Agent!
(Old you know Robo

washes underneath, too?)

Stay in your car
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BOOKS
USED
NEW
•
great sav1ngs

THE BOOHCASE
2608 CENTRAL SE

You won't live like
an orphan at
The Colleg~ Inn.

through the floor or
chinks in the wails. No old ladies next door who
raise petunias. The College Inn is rooms and rooms
of luxury, solid comfort, oir conditioning. Privacy.
Home•iype food. The College Inn is a semester of happiness
at a low price, Who are you to deny yourself such value?
in the way of value, The College Inn offers
seporale wings for men & women
single, double & triple occupancy
3·minule walk to campus
lots of off·slreet free parking
recreational lounges
wall·to·wall carpeting
quality furnishings
private dining room
laundry facllitie$
peace and quiet
walk-in closets
color tv lounges
study room
swimming pool
maid service

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!

your clothes are
you,
be coming to us.''
111 Harvard SE

lha Collaualnn
303 ASH STREET N. E.

243·2881
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u. Hurler Fans Sixteen

2 U. Netmen Take
Sun City Tourney
New Mexico's top doubles tentlis team in school history captured the men's division doubles
title at the Sun City Open Tennis
Tournament played last week in
El Paso.
The duo of Van Hill and Tony
Bull won a thriller 11-13, 9-7, and
6-3 for the title. Their next scheduled competition was in Tucson in
a Southwestern event that started
on Tuesday.

Veterans News

'·

Lobo tennis ace Van Hill
stretches for an overhead shot
to score a point in doubles competition at the Sun City tournament in El Paso last week. Hill
and partner Tony Bull won the
men's doubles title to continue
their winning ways.

Q-1 am separated from my husband. However, he says he will
continue me as the principal
beneficiary on his National Service Life Insurance policy if I
agree to pay the premiums, If
I agree to this, is there any
way I can be sure he won't
change beneficiaries without
my knowing jt?
A-No. The insured may change
the beneficiary on his policy at
any time without the beneficiary's knowledge or consent. If
you go along with your husband's suggestion, you'll have
to gamble on his good intentions.

Baxter's Leap Keeps

U. in Track Spotlight
Art Baxter's record-setting per- who Web defeated the week beformance in the 46th National fore in the USTFF meet. Conrad
Nightingale of Kansas State was
Collegiate Association champion- second with a 9:00.0 clocking.
ship at Provo last weekend kept
Frank Burgasser was fifth in
New Mexico in the national track the javelin throw with a heave of
spotlight despite a somewhat dis- 233'-6". The winning mark was
appointing team performance.
263'-5" by Damon McNabb of
The Lobos took an abbreviated Louisiana State.
squad to the meet and scored 22
Lobo distance ace George Scott
points. Southern California stepalso
picked up points for Coach
ped back into the top notch in
Hugh
Hackett with a third-place
collegiate track with an impresfinish
in
the three-mile run. Early
sive team title (886 points), and results showed
the Australian
an amazing new record of :38.6 in
fourth
and
it
was
nearly a week
the 440-yard relay.
before he was given the third
position with a timing of 14:05.2.
Baxter Jumps 52'-4 V.."
The ;performances earned BaxBaxter's new NCAA mark in
the triple jump was 52'-41A." and ter, Loudat, and Scott All-Amermade the second consecutive week ican honors.
the UNM junior had set a national record. The week before he
bad gone 52'-1%." for a United
States Track and Field Federation mark.
Western Athletic Conference
The old NCAA record was 51'- baseball
champ Arizona State won
91A.", set by Charles Craig of
its
second
NCAA crown in three
Fresno State in 1964. Baxter's
years
with
a 11-2 rout of Houston
leap was four inches short of the
in
the
title
game
Sunday. The Sun
national collegiate record set by
Devils defeated top-ranked StanClarence Robinson who recently
twice on the way to the
became New Mexico's assistant ford
championship.
track coach.
This year's series was played
in Omaha, Neb. where a recordLoudat Places Third
New Mexico's first points in the setting crowd of 63,906 watched
three-day meet were won by Web the week of play. Over 9000 fans
Loudat in the steeplechase. The watched the championship game
Roswell product was third with a
clocking of 9:06.5. The winner
m 8:51.3, was Chris McCubbins'

Sophomore leftbander Don
Greenstreet struck out 16 men in
eight innings Wednesday night as
the summer Lobo baseball team
won its second game against two
losses in the Greater Albuquerque
League.
The five runs his teammates got
we1·e all Greenstreet needed to defeat The Unit, coached by former
star Lobo catcher Jim Pappan
which could manage only one run:
Greenstreet's 16 strikeouts give
him a total of 30 for only 14 innings pitched. His record is one
win and no losses.
The Unit scored its only 1·un in
the first on a single by Scott Childress (another former Lobo), a
walk to Pappan and a single by
Gouch Tanner. After the first inning Greenstreet gave up five
more hits.
The Lobos tied the score in the
second. Sophomores Mike Roussell
and Johnny Moore singled, and
then with one out The Unit failed
to complete a double play on junior Greg MacAleese's grounder, allowing Roussell to score.
The Lobos added two more in
the sixth when junior Craig Guest
led off with a triple and was
squeeze-bunted home by Roussell.
Roussell was then brought around
on singles by Moore and MacAleese.
Then again in the eighth two
more Lobo runs came across when
player-coach Paul LaPrairie doubled, sending home Roussell and
Moore who had singled and walked.
The game went only eight innings due to a two and a half
hour time limit placed on night
games.
The Lobos lost their summer
season opener, June 7, 5-4 against
the. University of Albuquerque on
a d1sputed play in the last inning.
Southpaw MacAleese and righty
Bob Candalaria combined efforts
for a six-hit pitching performance, and going into the seventh
and . last inning the Lobos were
leading 4-3. Candalaria had two
out and runners on first and second when Phil Hague of the U. of
A. hit a ground-rule double down
the left field line. Since both runners were running with the pitch
the umpires allowed both to score
but ordinarily they would hav;
only been entitled to two bases
each, meaning that only one run
would have scored.
The Lobos came out on top with
a score of 6-4 in an 11-inning contest against Wood's Body Shop on

'

WANT ADS

MENU

FOR RENT
LOOK-VISIT·INSPECT "THE COLLEGE
INN'" for the finest. in student houalng.
!looms of luxury, central alroeondltion·
m&-,. heated pool. See "THE COLLEGE
INN" 303 Ash N.E. Phone 248·2881,
SERVICES
TYPEWniTER storage during the sliDJ·
mer. Insured and bonded. Also typewriter , sales & service,. all makes, with
~!>% d•ocount with thii! ad. Free Jlickup
.,. de1Ivery, E &: E Typewrltet ServlC<'
2217 Coal SE. Phone 243·0588.
'
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted, Southwe~t entire
an~ Alaska, Salaries $5400
Io'rcc
r.,.,strabon, SI)Uthwest Teachers Agcn•
cy, 1303 Central Ave. NE.

'!.!J't

up,

BANK FINANCING

IMPORTS LTD

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction

Paperbacks

'-·

MEN'S SHOP
2120 CENTRAL SE

243-6954

Slllmtr.
This WeekSLACKS

LEVI STA-PREST
Traditonally
Styled

Screening Session
To Be Held July 6

Were $7 and $8

Phone

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
&- eLEANING

t'ark.Tng

~RTH

1

SCANDINAVIAN DESSERTS ............•... 25¢
"The IHie shop in the
middle of the block"
f

{

247·0836

.lt\it9t.!!PRG£

off stree.t

Cole slaw, potato or macaroni

J ~

U. Newman Center
Sets Inquiry Class

$3.50

Sage

E"a~ acce.ss

SALADS ..............•.... , . . . . . . . . . . . 191!

2216 CENTRAL S.E.

NOW

ATTE~OANT

,.
PASTRAMI"or HAM DIP .. : ................ 65¢
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The Albuquerque steering com- tailed information on attitudes
mittee of the national Viet Nam and knowledge about the war; 2.
Summer program has established A request that New Mexico resiheadquarters and is conducting a dents petition their Congressmen,
survey of attitudes and knowl- asking them to attend an open
edge of the war among local discussion session on the war;
residents.
,
3. Neighborhood discussion groups
About 30 UNM students and and seminars led by volunteers
f11culty members have joined AI- from the Viet Nam Summer probuquerque citizens working for ject; 4. The operation of a bookViet Nam Summer, Mary Alin- store, information center and
der, a member of the steering summer headquarters fo; the
~ommittee, said Tuesday.
. ffli~'ect.
The group's headquarters is at lc ft.'~ Mh,er~ of the project's steer1808112 Central Avenue, and any- t t\l{!tJ<\! mm1ttee are Mrs. Alinder
one interested in participating I' aY. pNM student· Gilbert Bonem'
should contact the headquarters, a'UNM economi;s teacher· Fathe;
Mrs. Alinder said.
Clarence Duffy, a Catholi~ priest;
The local program has four ob- and Mrs. Elizabeth Thurston.
jectives: 1. A district-by-district
"We disagree with the conduct
canvass of the city to obtain de- of the war and are seeking a posi• ht
tive approach for peace," Mrs,
T0n19
Alinder said. She called the Viet
Nam Summer program's activities a "conservative approach"expressing dissent to the position
of the U.S. in Viet Nam.
Volunteers are working without pay. Local sponsors have doThe two-week Choral Work- nated the necessary funds, she
shop which has attracted 75 said.
teachers and students from the
National sponsors of Viet Nam
Southwest will culminate at 8:15 Summer include Dr. Benjamin
tonight in a performance in the Spock, Dr. Martin .Luther King,
UNM Concert Hall.
Archbishop Paul J. Hallinan, and
A "Te Deum" by the sixteenth- Rabbi Abraham Hesche!.
century Hungarian composer
Organizers of the national
Zoltan Kodaly will be presented program estimate that 10,000
by the UNM Summer Orchestra volunteeers will work on the
and the workshop chorus, directed project this summer. The project
by Dr. Douglas McEwen of UNM. has three phases: extensive canThe Orchestra and chorus will vassing to seek out people who
also perform work by Monteverdi, oppose the war, especially among
Schutz, and Haydn.
the middle-class; the formation
Dr. Jack Stephenson will di- of discussion groups to increase
rect the Orchestra in selections understanding of the war issues;
from Shostokovich, Bloch, and and some form of political action
Deiius.
to call attention to the wideParticipants in the workshop spread opposition to the war.
have studied rehearsal and choral
techniques based on music from
all periods. The workshop was
organized by Dr. McEwen in
1965. About 75 choral music
teachers, church musicians, a.nd
college students enrolled in this
year's session.
A screening session for stuTonight's concert is open to dents wishing to be admitted to
the public at no charge.
teacher education programs will
be held Thursday, July 6, at 6:30
p.m. in the Kiva.
Applications are available in
the office of the Dean of the Col·
An inquiry class on the Cath- lege of Education. Students
olic faith will be held at the should consult the College or
Aquinas Newman Center at UNM the UNM Bulletin about requirebeginning Tuesday, June 27, at 7 ment.q for eligibility,
Normal admission requirements
p.m.
~ ' .
include
a 2.0 scholarship index, 26
Father Shimek and Father Dunhours
of
earned credit, and comphy will conduct the class in a
lecture-discussion format each pletion of the English Proficiency
Examination.
evening fom 7 to 8:30.

Choral Worlcshop
Will Hold Concert

8 a.m. • .. 8 p.m. OR
Until

ALWAYS

0~

AIR..

UUTV

COOLED

you finish

~~---. . ~~

· C.OIW operated & profe.s6icrtal
senicec; available-

BEEF or PO~~:biP
.......... .'. . . . . . . . . . . . 59¢
..

Grossett's

298-1828
Cllildrens' Books
Bargains

210G CtNTRAL S. t:.
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Residen
led
On Viet N.am War
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Charcoal

FRENCH DIP

FOR SALE
MO'I!ORCYCLE. 1966 Sears. 250 c.c, Wind·
sh1eld. Less than 2000 miles, Beat offer
over $400. Call 277-3307, or after 6 p m
call 298•7798. ,6/23, so.
· ·

327, 4spd., Posi·traction
Excellent Condition
2375.00

Want to try something different?

The BIG Sandwich

277·4102.

'63
CORVETTE
•
STINGRAY FASTBACK

Light Blue

-an unimaginable total by New
Mexico standards.
In the title game ASU continued to rely on right fielder Scott
Reid who has propelled the Tempe
~quad all season. In the final game
m the five-contest series he scored
four runs and drove in two more
boosting his RBI total to 10 in
th~ 1967 College World Series.
Ar1zona State's season record is
now 53-12.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES·
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, .2.00. Insertion;
be, submitted by noon on day before
J!Ublicati'!n .to Room 159, Student Publications Bulldmg, or telephoo:te 277,..002 or
mus~

STATISTICS
HITTING (at least ll at·bats)
R
H 2B SB RBI
PLAYER
Craig Guest
2
8
3
2
4
0
0
Ho.l Hames
1
4
0
'0
0
Jim Hames
1
3
0
Chu~k Jacobi
0. 2
1
0
1
Mike Roussell
4
2
0
0
1
PITCHING
PLAYER
w L H R SO
Greg MacAleese
1
0 11 13 17
1
0
9
2 30
Don Greenstreet
Bob Canda]IU'ia
0
2
7
6
6

Blue

ASU Baseballers Win NCAA Title

.

ment sto1•e, Both games are at 8
p.m. and will be played at Los
Altos Park,

WITH SUMMER SCHOOL now in full swing many students find that studies cannot compete with
the bright sunshine and high temperatures which have prevailed through the state for most of the
'!eek. These two UNM co-eds find that studying and sunbathing is the perfect solution to what looks
like a long hot summer session. Temperatures in New Mexico remained fairly constant throughout
the week ranging in the high 90's. The weather bureau predicts a continuing trend of hot, damp
weather throughout the summer. (UNM Photo).

Nature May Give 400 Universities
Value, Toft Says Rate Professors

By seeing what is going on in
nature something of value can
come to the valueless and something of worth to the worthless,
John Taft, Audubon speaker, told
an audience at UNM Monday
night.
Taft's speech was the second in
a series of scheduled Lectures
Under the Stars, part of the
UNM Summer Fare program.
His talk was illustrated with a
film, "The Shandon Hills," describing the countryside of Shandon in northern California.
The film, which took four years
to make, is an around-the-year
portrayal of animal and plant
life of that area. The film is sponsored by the Audubon Foundation which is dedicated to the
preservation of natural resources
in America.
"Our wild life is suffering great
losses, and at the rate we are going we won't have them much
longer," Taft told the audience.
The film is designed to awaken
Americans to current conservation problems, Taft said.

Lectures
There will be no Lecture Under
the Stars. on Monday, July 3. Dr.
William Van Til, a visiting professor at UNM this summer, will
speak on "Conflicting Ideas in
Education Today" on MondS:y,
July 10, at 8 p.m. in the Administration building patio.

WASHINGTON, D.C., June 19
(CPS)-There are about 400 colleges and universities in the United States where students evaluate teachers.
Some of the evaluations are
published so students can use
them in choosing courses. A National S t u d e n t Association
(NSA) listing of member schools
with evaluation programs says
38 publish the results. Some of
these are sold, while others are
completely subsidized and given
away. The NSA list has 58 others
who do not publish the results.
Almost all schools that have
evaluations make · them available
to faculty members to help them
improve their teacl).iog. There
are fewer schools where evaluations are used by administrators
in decisions on the hiring, firing,
and promotion of faculty, though
the number is growing as students demand that ratings be
used for this purpose.
Students Control
At a few schools, such as Calvin College in Michigan, the evaluations are actually run by the
college administration. But on
most campuses they are published
by student government, an independent student group, or eventhe student newspaper, as at Yale
and Harvard.
Methods of evaluation vary.

KUNM Unveils Summer Fare
yond that,'' said Harry Joseph, Tuesdays and Wednesdays the
KUNM manager and host for the station will Sign off at 10 p.m.
show. "We feel that we play a and for the rest of the week it
lot of air•borne purities. In real- will sign off at 12 Ji.m.
Located directly under the Desity what we do is to Jilay a lot of
ert Room, KUNM houses two
nonsense," Joseph said.
KUNM also claims to have the studios and a control room in adonly female sportscaster in New dition to an executive office and
Mexico, S.Y. Chavez. "S.Y. is several supply rooms full of recreally pretty good," Johnson said. ords, tapes and recording equip•
"She knows about sports and ment.
Workers Needed
what she doesn't know she soon
During the regular school year
learns," he continued. Miss Chavez's sports program is heard over 120 people worked for the
station, but now only some 50
every day at 7:16 p.m.
people are helping out. "There's
Broadcasts 43 Hours
The station, which operates at no doubt about it, we definitely
90.1 megacyCles F .M., first began need people to. work for us this
on Oct. 19, 1966, under its present summer," Joseph said
Independence Stressed
name. Before that it was called
This campus radio station is
KNMD.
During the summer the station not run in connection with the
will be on the air 43 hours a week. journalism or speech departments.
dt• will; begin !broadcasting tat' 6 ' '·Therefore,they are not ·hampered
p.m. every day, but on· Mondays, by. the a.n:tonl).~ of' crea~iviW. and .

By GREG MaeALEESE
A three-hour jazz show, a controversial program called "Pollu·
tion" and a female sportscaster
highlight the summer schedule of
KUNM, the FM campus radio
station.
"The jazz show, called 'The
House that Jazz Built', is a com·
pletely new addition to our pro•
gam schedule,'' said Jim Johnson,
KUNM program director. The
new show runs from 9 p.m. to 12
each Thursday evening. The an·
nouncer is Tom Graban.
"Pollution" Is Nonsense
One of the more Jiopular shows
KUNM broadcast during the reg·
ula school year was ''Pollution,"
heard every Saturday evening
from 10:20 to 12:00.
"T-he show is officially characterized. by light entertainment.,
but it, actually goes a little be-
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freedom that they have. "We can
be as creative and as independent
as we want to be," Johnson said.
The equipment at KUNM, although minimal in quantity, is
very expensive. "We have a $6000
transmitter, a $3200 transistorized tape recorder and two other
recorders worth $600 each. We
just bought two turntable worth
$500 each," Johnson said.
No Goals Planned
Joseph said that no major goals
had been planned for KUNM yet.
"We would like to become a stereo
station, but that would call for a
$10,000 increase in our budget.
Therefore, that is something we'll
have to dream about for a while.''
For Johnson, however, there
are no goals. "I'm just not in•
terested in dreams. Hell, I'm too
busy; trying to keep the place
going.''

Questionnaires are probably the
most common, but many schools
interview students and profes·
sors. One of the newest techniques
is the use of video tape. Greg
Movsesyan, director of a new
NSA program called Project
SCATE (for Student Course anif"
Teacher Evaluation) says video
tape can be especially useful in
examining the effectiveness of lecture and discussion methods as
means of communication in the
classroom.
Computers Used
Computers are widely used for
evaluations. Movsesyan says almost every school of more than
10,000 students which evaluates
professors uses a computer.
On many campuses, only those
teachers who request evaluation
are included. On some, the students pick certain classes, usually
large survey courses, that they
evaluate no matter what the professor says. At some schools, such
as the University of Washington,
the evaluation forms are baode4¢
out outside the classroom when
the professor refuses evaluation.
Mov:sesyan says about 150
schools .have evaluation programs
"of strong value," including most
of those where the results are
published.
Quality Varies
But not all published evaluations are good. At one school the
publication is a one-inch thick,
mimeographed document which
contains only the percentage of
student responses. Others, such
as Washington's "Course Critique," are elaborately printed and
include essays on teaching as well
as statistical data and written
comments on each course.
The boom in evaluations began
in the fall of 1966. At that tiffillli'
NSA listed only about 20 schools
with ratings but said at least 70
others had asked for information
about starting a program. Now
there are 400.
Many faculty members oppose
evaluations. A local of the American Federation of Teachers says
that the program at the City College of New York (CCNY)
"builds the values of the TV poll·
ster into the academic situation.''
But the · CCNY project also in·
volves faculty members, as it is
run by student-faculty ~ommittee.
And at some schools the faculty
has taken the lead in proposing
an evaluation.
NSA's Project SCATE hopes
to develop new methods of evalu(Corttinued on page 4)

